
 

EXCURSION  

TERMS & CONDITIONS 
 

 
 
 

By accepting this document, I give consent for my child to attend the following excursion: 

District Cross County Trials, Tuesday 3rd May 2022 

Burpengary Sports Complex 

I accept that the teachers and instructors will take appropriate disciplinary action in an 

attempt to ensure the safety, well-being, and successful conduct of the students who 

participate in the activities associated with the excursion. 

 

In the event of any illness or accident, I authorise the obtaining of such medical assistance 

as my child may require.  In the event of any medical emergency during the excursion, I 

appoint the supervising teacher-in-charge as our agent, with the right to arrange 

ambulance evacuation and medical treatment, if deemed necessary, and we cannot be 

contacted immediately.  

 

I also accept the responsibility for payment of any expenses thus incurred which exceed 

the limit imposed by the school's insurance policy (student insurance details are available 

from the office). 

 

Any such duly qualified doctor who treats our child in any emergency life-or-death 

situation has my consent to undertake life-saving surgery, including if necessary, the 

administration of anaesthetic and/or blood transfusions. 

 

If you do not give consent to the above due to religious or other objections, please 

contact the school to give instructions on an alternative action in a life-or-death 

emergency situation. 

 

If your child requires medication whilst on the excursion, please provide the medication 

with a Pharmacy Label (Patient Name, Dosage, Doctor’s Name) in a clearly labelled 

container or quick seal bag with documentation stating dosage and frequency and hand 

it to the teacher on the morning of the excursion. 

 

CODE OF CONDUCT 

We believe that our students have the capacity to remain well behaved and respectful 

during this wonderful time together.  

 

In order for this excursion to run smoothly and safely for all involved, it is vital that the 

following Code of Conduct is brought to you and your child’s attention: 

 

• Listening to and obeying instructions given from staff at the venue, St Paul’s staff 

and parent helpers. 

 

• Treating other students and staff with respect.  For example, speaking courteously to 

one another, manners and enthusiastic participation in duties.  

 

I have read and discussed the above Code of Conduct with my child.  I understand that if 

my child engages in negative and unsafe behaviour, that there will be a step-by-step 

process of behaviour management concerning my child. 


